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We examine the phenomenological consequences of quadratically divergent contri-
butions to the scalar potential in supergravity effective Lagrangians. We focus specif-
ically on the effect of these corrections on the vacuum configuration of scalar fields in
softly-broken supersymmetric theories and the role these corrections play in generating
non-diagonal soft scalar masses. Both effects can only be properly studied when the
divergences are regulated in a manifestly supersymmetric manner – something which
has thus far been neglected in past treatments. We show how a supersymmetric regular-
ization can impact past conclusions about both types of phenomena and discuss what
types of high-energy theories are likely to be safe from unwanted flavor-changing neutral
current interactions in the context of supergravity theories derived from heterotic string
compactifications.
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Introduction
The supersymmetric flavor problem [1, 2] continues to lie at the heart of phenomenological treat-
ments of supersymmetry breaking. The apparently small size of off-diagonal mass terms in the
effective potential in any softly broken supersymmetric model has often been cited as particularly
troublesome for models in which supergravity plays a prominent role in transmission of supersym-
metry breaking to the observable sector – and therefore for string-inspired models more generally [3].
It is important, however, to distinguish “general gravity mediation” from the specific manifes-
tations that arise in string models. In a completely general model of gravity mediation there is
indeed a generic “flavor problem,” irrespective of the quadratic divergence issue. That is to say
that one can imagine a priori operators of the form∫
d4θ
XX
M2pl
Q
i¯
Qj , (1)
where X is a Standard Model singlet that is presumably a hidden sector field. If it participates in
supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking, then it will generate off-diagonal soft-masses. The key is that
without specifying a rule for how this X couples to Standard Model matter (such as via gauge
charges in gauge mediation) then we must assume that different flavors can be treated differently.
Rephrased in a manner common to treatments of the flavor problem in supersymmetry: there is
no symmetry argument as to why operators of the form of (1) should be absent.
But the symmetry here being considered is typically that of a gauge symmetry. Yet the operator
in (1) may admit a geometrical interpretation. Let us rewrite things to make this more apparent∫
d4θ
Ri¯jk¯ℓ
M2pl
X
k¯
XℓQ
i¯
Qj, (2)
where the tensor Ri¯jk¯ℓ is the curvature tensor formed from the field-reparameterization connection
Rijkm¯ = Dm¯Γ
i
jk; Γ
i
jk = K
in¯∂jKkn¯ = K
in¯∂j∂k∂n¯K, (3)
where Dm¯ = Kℓm¯D
ℓ is a covariant derivative with respect to field reparameterization and Kℓm¯
is the Ka¨hler metric. Thus, while an understanding of the form of this tensor in (2) may not be
possible in terms of the gauge quantum numbers of the fields involved, an understanding in terms
of the isometries of the manifold defined by the chiral superfields of the theory may indeed exist.
This point has been emphasized recently for string-based effective supergravity theories [4, 5].
In the absence of an underlying theory we typically proceed by making assumptions. For
example, we can achieve the minimal supergravity paradigm by assuming the curvature tensor
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factorizes as Ri¯jk¯ℓ ∝ Ki¯jKk¯ℓ and Ki¯j ∝ δ¯ij [6, 7]. In string-based models there may be a basis in
which the Ka¨hler metric for the matter fields is diagonal in its generation indices [8]. This need
not be the same basis in which fermion masses are diagonal, but this is the standard problem
that all methods of SUSY breaking share. Then the question is whether higher order terms such
as (2) are the result of terms at higher genus in the string loop expansion (and thus require a
string-theory explanation) or are the result of field-theory loop corrections involving gravitational-
strength interactions. In the case of the latter, the all-important matrix Ri¯jk¯ℓ can be determined
from the tree-level theory.
But the supergravity flavor problem is often considered even more severe than the discussion
above would indicate. As a non-renormalizable effective theory, supergravity models suffer correc-
tions to their effective potentials that grow quadratically with some high mass scale. The structure
of these loop-induced contributions to the effective potential is determined by the structure of the
tree-level Ka¨hler potential for matter fields. While these corrections come with a loop-factor rela-
tive to the leading-order contributions, it has been noted that they are often also proportional to
the number of light fields in the theory [9, 10], which can be quite large for string-based models.
Thus, it is argued, it may not be sufficient to ensure the absence of dangerous terms such as (2) at
the leading order. As these terms also contribute to the vacuum expectation value of the effective
potential, their presence has been conjectured to play a significant role in determining the vacuum
configuration of light fields in the theory.
In this paper we re-visit these issues, taking care to address them only after a proper (super-
symmetric) regularization of the apparent divergences is performed. This important step has been
completely overlooked in previous treatments of the phenomenological implications of quadratic
divergences. In Section 1 below we exhibit the divergent contributions to the effective potential in
a non-technical manner and discuss the importance of a proper regularization scheme. We intend
for the treatment in that section to be accessible to the non-expert. In Section 2 we present the
technical details, first of the quadratic divergences themselves in Section 2.1 and then in Section 2.2
of the Pauli-Villars (PV) regulator sector we will use to cancel the divergences and render these con-
tributions finite. In Section 2.3 we demonstrate explicitly how the supersymmetric regularization
scheme allows for an interpretation of the loop corrections as a supersymmetric renormalization
of the space-time metric and Ka¨hler potential themselves. The reader uninterested in this level
of technical detail can proceed directly to Section 3, where the phenomenological implications of
these loop corrections for vacuum stabilization and scalar masses are treated. This section is largely
self-contained, with only the occasional need to refer to certain key results from Section 2.
2
1 Divergent Contributions at One Loop to the Effective Scalar
Potential
The effective potential at one loop for a generic theory is given by [11] - [16]
V1−loop = V0 +
1
64π2
STrM0 · Λ4 ln Λ
2
µ2
+
1
32π2
STrM2 · Λ2 + 1
64π2
STrM4 · lnM
2
Λ2
+ finite, (4)
where we define the quantity
STrMn ≡
∑
i
(−1)2JiC(Ji) mni , (5)
withmi being the (possibly field-dependent) mass of the state in the summation, and C(Ji) = 2Ji+1
for Ji ≤ 1. The definition of the supertrace over the degrees of freedom in the gravity sector
depends on the gauge-fixing procedure utilized [17].1 The first term V0 is the tree-level (classical)
scalar potential. The second quantity is, strictly speaking, the loop-induced “vacuum energy”
in the limited sense that it is a contribution to the scalar potential that scales like the fourth
power of the cut-off Λ with a field-independent coefficient. In any model where the spectrum
obeys N = 1 supersymmetry this coefficient vanishes identically. The third and fourth terms
in (4) are the quadratic and logarithmic divergences, respectively. These were computed for a
general supergravity Lagrangian in [12] - [19] and for specific heterotic string models with modular
invariance in [14, 20, 21].
Before proceeding to the issue of scalar mass and flavor-changing effects in the low-energy the-
ory, let us pause for a brief digression on the issue of vacuum energy in these theories. Given
that we expect the masses of heavy fields in the theory to be on the order of the gravitino mass
such that mi ∼ m3/2, we might imagine that the quadratically divergent term in (4) is providing
a contribution to the vacuum energy in an amount 〈δV1−loop〉 ≃ m23/2M2pl. For consistency with
cosmological observations (and for the sake of doing a meaningful phenomenological study of effec-
tive Lagrangians) we are often at pains to engineer the vanishing of the vacuum expectation value
(vev) of the tree-level scalar potential: 〈V0〉 = 0. A straightforward interpretation of (4) would
seem to suggest that the one-loop contribution to this effective vacuum energy is generally positive
and that we should therefore strive to engineer 〈V0〉 < 0. This was the standpoint of [9], where it
was suggested that this contribution to the vacuum energy might compensate for the large negative
contribution that typically arises in the so-called “racetrack” models of moduli stabilization.
1For example C( 3
2
) = +4 in the gauge of [17, 18, 19] that is used in the results quoted below.
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It is certainly true that whatever mechanism Nature employs in ensuring a vanishing (or nearly
vanishing) cosmological constant must do so to amazing accuracy; surely a phenomenological model
of this mechanism (such as the minimization of some potential for a modulus which couples to these
various contributions) must take into account these loop-induced terms. The presence of the loop
factors in (4) might suggest that these higher-order contributions are small perturbations on the
result that causes the classical vacuum energy to vanish. But, as was pointed out in [9], the
sum over multiplets implied in the supertrace brings a potentially large number into the one-loop
contribution. For example, in a simple model with only Nχ chiral superfields, NG Yang-Mills
multiplets, and gravity we would have [17, 19]
〈δV1−loop〉 ∼ Λ
2
32π2
STrM2 ≃ Λ
2
16π2
(
Nχm
2
0 −NGm21/2 + 2m23/2
)
(6)
with the coefficient of the last term in (6) depending on the gauge-fixing prescription employed.
For the MSSM field content (without right-handed neutrinos) these coefficients are Nχ = 49 and
NG = 12. For the much larger field content of a typical Z3 orbifold compactification of the E8×E8
heterotic string we might have 300 or more chiral multiplets while the gauge multiplets are typically
bounded with NG <∼ 65 [22].
But the conclusion that this contribution is then typically positive is a naive one. In particular,
the form of (6) implies a common cut-off for each term, whereas these cut-offs will vary from
term to term and may be field-dependent. Indeed, only by employing field-dependent cut-offs can
supersymmetry be maintained in the presence of loop corrections to the effective potential [23] -
[26]. When the effective cut-off is field-dependent it is no longer correct to assume that Λ2eff > 0 in
all cases. In fact, even if the effective cut-offs are constants, four-dimensional supergravity theories
require a priori at least two subtractions to render the divergent loop integrals finite. In the context
of Pauli-Villars regularization this is equivalent to requiring at least two sets of fields for every one
light field. Proper regularization of the theory – which is to say, elimination of divergences – thus
results in the replacement
Λ2STrM2 → STrµ2M2 ln(µ2)ηS , ηS =
∑
q
ηqλq lnλq. (7)
The quantity ηS is a coefficient that represents the uncertainty in the threshold for the onset of
this new physics and ηq = ±1 is chosen to ensure finiteness of the effective Lagrangian. Note that
we can define the quantity µ2q = λqµ
2, λq > 0 which represents the mass-scale of the new physics
corresponding to each of the q subtractions (or PV superfields Φq) that are serving as regulators to
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the supergravity theory. For the case of regularization via Pauli-Villars (PV) regulators, which we
will employ in the next section, these threshold factors can be computed in terms of the properties
of the PV sector. The sign of the effective cut-off is determined by the sign of the factor ηS .
It turns out that the cancellation of all ultraviolet (UV) divergences in realistic string-derived
supergravity models requires at least 5 PV supermultiplets for each supermultiplet of the low energy
theory [27]. The important point is that with four or more subtractions it is not necessary for the
coefficient ηS to be positive.
2 As this is an important point, let us take a moment to sketch its
derivation. The cancellation of quadratic divergences imposes the following conditions [28] on the
sum over signatures
S∑
q=1
ηq = −1,
∑
q
ηqλq = 0, (8)
where S ≥ 2 is the total number of subtractions (PV superfields). The first equality requires S odd:
S = 2n+ 1 ≥ 3. In the simplest case where S = 3, ηq = (−1,−1, 1), and λq = (λ1, λ2, λ1 + λ2), we
have
ηS = −λ1 lnλ1 − λ2 lnλ2 + (λ1 + λ2) ln(λ1 + λ2) > 0. (9)
However for n ≥ 1, S ≥ 5, ηS is not positive definite. To see this take the following example
η1, · · · ηn = 1, ηn+1, · · · η2n+1 = −1,
λ1 · · ·λn = Λ/n, λn+1 · · · λ2n = λ, λ2n+1 = Λ− nλ . (10)
Then
ηS = Λ ln(Λ/n)− nλ lnλ− (Λ− nλ) ln(Λ− nλ) = λf(Λ/λ, n). (11)
Now since
lim
x→∞
f(x, n) = −x lnn+ n lnx+O(x−1) (12)
is negative for n > 1, the function ηS is positive definite only for n = 1, S = 3. Cancellation of all
the ultraviolet divergences of a general supergravity theory requires at least 5 PV chiral multiplets
for every light chiral multiplet and even more PV supermultiplets to regulate the gauge loops.
Therefore one cannot assume that the effective cut-offs are positive.
In general, using a straight cut-off regulator is equivalent to an explicit breaking of supersymme-
try and is thus inconsistent with the requirement that supersymmetry be broken only spontaneously
by the vevs of fields in the low-energy theory. Rather, these cut-offs should be regarded as field-
dependent. Indeed, it is the very field-dependence of these cut-offs that allows for the possibility of
2See, for example, the discussion of this point in Appendix C of [28].
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a dynamical mechanism for cancelling the vacuum energy to arbitrarily high loop-order. We will
discuss an example of this possibility, including the effect of the one-loop correction in Section 3.1
below. Here we wish to briefly describe the nature of this field dependence. Supersymmetric Pauli-
Villars regularization of matter and gauge loops3 is implemented by introducing supersymmetric
masses for PV fields ΦA, ΠA through superpotential couplings of the form
Wpv = µAB(Z
i)ΦAΠB , (13)
where µAB is a holomorphic function of the light chiral multiplets Z
i. Then the effective squared
cut-off is replaced by the (signature-weighted) squared PV mass matrix:
Λ2eff → (M2pv)AB = eKKAC¯Φ KDE¯Π µ¯C¯E¯(Z¯)µBD(Z). (14)
By convention we denote by ΦA those fields that regulate divergences arising from the gauge and
superpotential couplings of the light fields; their Ka¨hler metric KΦ
AB¯
is determined by the effective
supergravity theory of the light fields.4 The Ka¨hler metric for the fields Π, introduced to generate
supersymmetric PV masses, is much less constrained. For example if we took
µAB = µδAB , K
Π
AB¯ = e
−K(K−1Φ )AB¯ , (15)
with µ constant, the effective cut-off would indeed be constant. This may seem like a very convenient
choice from the point of view of the effective field theory. Considerations of the anomaly structure of
the effective theory in string-based models may make such constant effective cut-offs inconsistent. In
the effective field theory of heterotic orbifold models [29, 30], for example, the anomaly structure
does not allow for constant cut-offs [25]. Since superpotential couplings depend on moduli in a
general string model, this is likely to be a generic feature of effective supergravity models which
seek to describe their low-energy behavior. As we will see in Section 3, this dependence is crucially
important for the low-energy phenomenology of supergravity effective theories at the one-loop level.
We will have more to say about the implications of (14) in the conclusion section of this work.
But there is a deeper reason why the cut-offs in (4) should be regarded as field-dependent and not
straight cut-offs. In addition to the substitution Λ2 →M2pv in the cut off theory, the presence of the
superpotential (13) induces additional terms in the regulated theory such that the net result of the
quadratically divergent contributions is a renormalization of the space-time metric and the Ka¨hler
3As noted below full regularization of gravity loops requires the introduction of massive PV (Abelian) vector
multiplets as well.
4We will use upper-case letters to collectively denote the fields in the PV sector throughout this work.
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potential itself. By simply inserting a cut-off in the divergent integrals one would not generate these
additional terms that are needed for supersymmetry [28, 26]. Put differently, the use of straight cut-
offs breaks the local supersymmetry of the supergravity Lagrangian and prevents us from treating
the renormalization at the superspace level. As will be made explicit in Section 2.3 below, the
interpretation of the one-loop quadratic divergences in terms of renormalizations is valid only to
lowest order in the loop expansion parameter ǫ = h¯/16π2. If these terms have very large coefficients,
all the leading (ǫΛ2eff )
n terms must be retained so as to maintain manifest supersymmetry; the full
correct result is easily inferred from the one-loop calculation.
Finally, let us note that nowhere do we make the artificial distinction between contributions to
vacuum energy arising from “hidden” versus “observable” sector fields. Such a separation of con-
tributions serves no physical purpose and creates confusion: any dynamical mechanism engineered
in the low-energy theory to produce vanishing vacuum energy at the tree or n-loop level should
take into account contributions to (4) arising from all sectors of the theory, including effects from
symmetry breaking at energy scales lower than that of supersymmetry breaking (i.e. electroweak
symmetry breaking, the QCD phase transition, etc.), even though these will likely have negligible
impact on the actual vacuum configuration of the fields involved. It is, after all, the entirety of
vacuum energy that is constrained by the apparent flatness of the universe (or measured, if one
likes, by the recession rate of supernovae).
Having treated the issue of vacuum energy let us return to our primary concern: corrections to
the scalar potential that may produce dangerous flavor-changing operators. Within the supertrace
STrM2 of the quadratically divergent term in (4) we find terms such as
STrM2 ∋ 2e−KRij¯AiAj¯ = 2Rmn¯ij¯Kmn¯Kip¯Kqj¯eK(Kp¯W +W p¯)(KqW +Wq) (16)
where we have introduced the notation A ≡ eKW for later convenience. Several potentially dan-
gerous contributions to the effective scalar potential are contained within (16), among them a term
with the structure of (2)
L1−loop ∋ Λ
2
16π2
Kmn¯Rmn¯ij¯(e
K |W |2)QiQj¯ (17)
where the cut-off scale Λ is understood to be measured in units of the reduced Planck mass, which
we have set to unity. While this cut-off is presumably O(1) in these units, the loop factor is
partially compensated by a potentially large number coming from the contraction on the first two
indices in the curvature tensor in (17). This term in the one-loop effective Lagrangian has a form
capable of producing an off-diagonal scalar soft mass term for the squarks, which may be of the
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same general size as the tree-level (and presumably diagonal) soft masses [10, 31]. In the most
general supergravity theory we have no reason to expect that all elements of the curvature tensor
are not populated. The question of whether or not such dangerous terms really exist in the low
energy theory then becomes a question of the properties of the non-linear sigma model inherited
from the underlying theory.
2 Quadratic Divergences and Their Regulation
Having established the crucial importance of the quadratically divergent contributions to (4) in a
schematic way in the previous section, we now wish to exhibit the full structure of these terms in a
properly regularized context. In order to do this we will need to introduce the Pauli-Villars sector
in a more complete manner. This section provides the necessary technical details to understand
the notation and origin of the results we present in Section 3. This is not a complete description
of the PV technique in supergravity theories. We will make certain simplifications (which we point
out) along the way that are made possible by our desire to study the quadratic divergences only –
a full treatment of the logarithmic as well as the quadratic divergences can be found in [18, 19].
Regularization of supergravity theories is no simple matter. The work that we attempt to
summarize here spans over a decade of research. Even the regularization of a simple system – such
as a non-linear sigma model without Yang-Mills fields in a curved background – requires several
species of PV regulator fields. The proliferation of fields, both in number and type, grows rapidly
when we come to consider the string-inspired models in which we are most interested (such as those
with non-canonical gauge kinetic terms in which Yang-Mills fields couple to a dilaton field). This is
an unfortunate yet unavoidable fact of working with supergravity effective theories. To guide the
reader we first make a point about notation. In general, upper-case indices refer to fields in the PV
sector, while lower-case indices refer to light fields of the theory. Fields such as the ΦP introduced
in (13) from the previous section are meant to represent all fields of a certain type: here all the
chiral superfields Φ of the PV sector which regulate loops involving light fields Z. Within this set
we might refer to the fields ΦI as that subset that transform under the gauge group(s) in the same
way as the field Zi, or the fields Φa that transform as the adjoint under the particular group Ga.
To each of these subsets (or species) we occasionally must associate multiple copies, labeled by
Greek indices α, β, etc. These are the multiple copies that mimic the multiple insertions needed
to regulate the theory, as mentioned in Section 1. We often suppress this index when it would be
superfluous in a particular expression, but it should be understood to be present.
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2.1 The Quadratically Divergent Contribution at One Loop
Our starting point is the one-loop effective action, which can be determined from those terms
quadratic in the quantum fields when the Lagrangian is expanded about an arbitrary background
LQ = −1
2
ΦTZΦ(Dˆ
2
Φ +HΦ)Φ +
1
2
ΘZΘ(i 6DΘ −MΘ)Θ + Lgh + LGh, (18)
where the last two terms represent ghost and ghostino Lagrangians, respectively. The quantities Φ
and Θ are column vectors which contain the quantum bosons and quantum fermions, respectively,
of the theory. For example, Φ = (hµν , Â
a, Zˆi, ˆ¯Z
m¯
) contains the graviton, gauge and scalar
quantum fields and is a 2Nχ +4NG+10 component object. Similarly, with the gauge-fixing choice
of [17] - [19], Θ is an Nχ+NG+5 Majorana fermion, while the ghost and ghostino contributions are
equivalent to, respectively, −2 times the contribution of a (4+NG)-component scalar and +2 times
the contribution of a four-component scalar, such that supersymmetry of the off-shell spectrum is
maintained. The matrix-valued covariant derivatives DΦ and DΘ, metric factors ZΦ and ZΘ, as
well as the quantities HΦ and MΘ are defined in [17]. With the gauge-fixing prescription described
in that work, the one-loop contribution to the effective action is
L1 = i
2
Tr ln(Dˆ2Φ +HΦ)−
i
2
Tr ln(−i 6DΘ +MΘ) + iTr ln(D2gh +Hgh)− iTr ln(D2Gh +HGh)
≡ i
2
STr ln(Dˆ2 +H) + T−. (19)
To obtain the second line of (19) we have split the fermionic contribution into a helicity-even piece
given by
Dˆ2Θ +HΘ ≡ (−i 6DΘ +MΘ)(i 6DΘ +MΘ) (20)
and a helicity-odd contribution T− which contains no quadratic divergences. We will therefore
neglect this contribution in what follows.
If we were to explicitly evaluate the quantities in (19), using an ultraviolet cut-off Λ for the
momentum integration in ∫
d4x d4p STr ln(p2 +H), (21)
we would obtain the quadratic divergence
Lquad1 =
√
g
Λ2
32π2
STrH, (22)
where the supertrace includes a trace over bosonic, fermionic, ghost and ghostino degrees of freedom.
As we will be ultimately interested in effective Lagrangians describing superstring theories, we allow
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for noncanonical gauge field kinetic energy by coupling the Yang-Mills sector of the theory to a
holomorphic function of chiral multiplets via the gauge kinetic function fab = δabf with f = x+ iy.
Then the quadratically divergent contributions from the (gauge fixed) gravity sector, the Nχ chiral
multiplets and the (gauge fixed) Yang-Mills sector of internal symmetry dimension NG are
STrHgrav = −10V − 2e−KAA+ 7
2
r + 4Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯ − x
2
F aµνF
µν
a −
fif
i
2x2
D,
STrHχ = 2Nχ
(
V̂ + e−KAA− 1
4
r
)
+
fif
i
2x2
D + 2
x
DaDi(T az)i − 2Rim¯
(
e−KA
i
Am¯ +DµziDµz¯m¯
)
,
STrHYM =
NG
2
r +
1
x
DaDa + x
2
F aµνF
µν
a −
NG
2x2
e−Kfif¯
jAjA¯
i − NG
2x2
(∂µx∂
µx+ ∂µy∂
µy) . (23)
The tree-level scalar potential is given by V = V̂ +D with
V̂ = e−K(AiA
i − 3AA) ; D = 1
2x
DaDa , Da = Ki(T az)i. (24)
Combining all of these we get the total light field contribution
STrH = − (Nχ −NG − 7) r
2
+ 2(Nχ − 5)V − (Nχ − 1)1
x
DaDa + 2
x
DaDi(T az)i
+2(Nχ − 1)e−KAA− 2(Rim¯ − 2Kim¯)DµziDµz¯m¯ − 2Rim¯e−KAiAm¯
−NG
2x2
e−Kfif¯
jAjA¯
i − NG
2x2
(∂µx∂
µx+ ∂µy∂
µy) , (25)
which we can write in a slightly more compact and suggestive manner5 by writing fi∂µz
i = i∂µx+
i∂µy and by noting that F
i = −e−K/2Ai = −e−K/2Kim¯Am¯:
STrH = − (Nχ −NG − 7) r
2
− 8D + (28 − 4Nχ)e−KAA+ 2Kim¯
[
2DµziDµz¯m¯ + (Nχ − 5)F iF m¯
]
−2
(
NG
4x2
fif¯m¯ +Rim¯
)
(DµziDµz¯m¯ + F iF m¯) + 2
x
DaDi(T az)i. (26)
Note that by making the following identifications
〈
e−KAA
〉
= m23/2 ;
〈
fif¯m¯
4x2
F iF
m¯
〉
= m21/2 ;
〈
Kkj e
−KAA−Rkjim¯F iF m¯
〉
= (m2)kj (27)
we recognize a contribution to the vacuum energy analogous to that given in (6).
5In arriving at (25) and (26) we have corrected some errors in expressions found in [18, 26]. These corrections are
summarized in Appendix B and can also be found in [32, 33].
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A subset of these terms were considered in [10] where the potential impact on soft terms was
investigated. Yet the one-loop Lagrangian (22), with traces given by (23), is not yet in a suit-
able form for extracting information on the resulting low-energy theory. Most obviously, the loop
contribution to the Einstein term in the gravity action
L =
[
1− Λ
2
32π2
(Nχ −NG − 7)
]
r
2
+ . . . (28)
indicates that the theory cannot be consistently expanded about a flat metric until a Weyl rescaling
is performed to render this term canonical. But this straightforward concern is not the only one.
We expect our supergravity theory to represent merely an effective Lagrangian, completed at some
high energy scale by an underlying – and presumably finite – theory, such as string theory. Thus,
the apparent divergences must be rendered finite by the inclusion of an appropriate regulating
sector (with typical mass scale µ as in (7)) before any low-energy phenomenology can be com-
puted [23]. Low-energy results will depend on the ηS and this can only be obtained by employing
a regularization scheme consistent with local supersymmetry (as well as the known symmetries of
the underlying theory). That is, the coefficients of the quadratically divergent terms are unreliable
in the absence of a manifestly supersymmetric regularization procedure.
2.2 Rendering the Divergence Finite a` la Pauli-Villars
We now return to (19) but this time we include in the traces the contributions from a Pauli-Villars
regulating sector [26, 32, 33]. We separate the effective PV mass into two contributions
M2pv = Hpv(φ) +
(
µ2 ν
ν† µ2
)
≡ Hpv + µ2 + ν. (29)
The first contribution, Hpv(φ), is the analog to the objects labeled H for the light fields of the
theory. It is a field-dependent quantity for which any mass scale is only implicit, via the vev of one
or more light fields. But in addition we have true supersymmetric mass terms (i.e. terms that arise
from superpotential couplings) that we introduce as well.6 We assume these masses to represent
the scale of the UV-completion of the supergravity theory, and thus |ν|2 ∼ µ2 ≫ Hpv ∼ H.
6While these terms have explicit mass scales associated with them, they may still retain some residual field-
dependence. For example, maintenance of modular invariance in the regulated low-energy theory will often require
that these mass terms have some Ka¨hler modulus dependence.
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Combining the field-dependent contributions of the light and heavy (PV) fields, we define the
matrix H ′ = H +Hpv and now re-express the integral (21) with these contributions included
Squad1 =
1
32π2
∫
d4x d4p
√
g STr ln
(
p2 +H ′ + µ2 + ν
)
. (30)
Expanding the logarithms in (30) in powers of (H ′ + ν)/(p2 + µ2), and using the fact that H ′ ≪
ν ≪ µ2 with Tr ν = 0, the momentum integration can be performed. Requiring that the coefficient
of the Λ2 term (the quadratic divergence) vanishes implies that
STr(µ2) = STrH ′ = 0 (31)
while requiring the coefficient of the lnΛ2 term (the logarithmic divergence) vanishes implies addi-
tional conditions [26, 32, 33]. The vanishing of STr(µ2n) is automatically ensured by supersymmetry.
Once all conditions are satisfied, the momentum integration is rendered finite and the resulting one
loop contribution is now proportional to the square of the explicit PV masses in (29)
Squad1 = −
∫
d4x
64π2
√
g STr
[(
2µ2H ′ + ν2
)
lnµ2
]
+O(lnµ2). (32)
To obtain the explicit forms of the matrices Hpv, µ and ν we must specify the Pauli-Villars
field content. The regulation of matter and Yang-Mills loop contributions to the matter wave
function renormalization requires the introduction of PV chiral superfields ΦP = ΦIα, Φ̂
I
α,Φ
a, which
transform according to the chiral matter, anti-chiral matter and adjoint representations of the
gauge group and have signatures ηPp = −1,+1,+1, respectively for modes p labeled collectively
by P . Note that full regulation of the theory requires α copies of chiral fields with the same
gauge quantum numbers as the light fields Zi. These fields couple to the light fields through the
superpotential
W (ΦP , Zi) =
1
2
∑
α
Wij(Z
k)ΦIαΦ
J
α +
√
2
∑
α
ΦaΦ̂Iα(TaZ)i + · · · (33)
where Ta is a generator of the gauge group Ga. The Ka¨hler potential for these fields can be written
in the general form
K(ΦP ,Φ
P
) = κΦIM¯Φ
I
αΦ
M¯
α + κ̂
Φ
IM¯ Φ̂
I
αΦ̂
M¯
α + κ
Φ
a |Φa|2 (34)
where the functions κP are a priori functions of the hidden sector (moduli) fields. The PV mass
for each superfield ΦP is generated by coupling it to another field ΠP = (ΠI , Π̂I ,Πa) in the repre-
sentation of the gauge group conjugate to that of ΦP through a superpotential term
Wm =
∑
p
µPQ(Z
n)ΦPΠQ, (35)
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where µPQ(Z
n) can in general be a holomorphic function of the light superfields. This is the origin
of the explicit µ and ν-dependent mass terms in (29).
These regulator fields ΦP must be introduced in such a way as to cancel the quadratic diver-
gences of the light field loops – and thus their Ka¨hler potential is determined relative to that of
the fields which they regulate. Specifically we have
ΦI : κΦ
IM¯
= κim¯ = Kim¯
Φ̂I : κˆΦ
IM¯
= κ−1im¯ = K
im¯
Φa : κΦa = g
−2
a e
K
, (36)
where ga is the (possibly field-dependent) gauge coupling constant for the gauge subgroup Ga.
There is no similar constraint on the Ka¨hler potential for the fields ΠP , but this uncertainty plays
no significant role in an examination of the contributions to the scalar potential in which we are
interested.7 For concreteness, in the following we set
ΠI : κΠ
IM¯
= δim¯e
αIK
Π̂I : κˆΠ
IM¯
= Kim¯e
αˆIK
Πa : κΠa = g
2
ae
(αa−1)K .
(37)
To regulate the quadratically divergent terms arising from the non-canonical nature of the gauge
kinetic energy – such as the last term in (25) – we will here take a very simple PV sector in which
we add NG chiral multiplets ϕ
α for each gauge group factor, with a universal Ka¨hler potential
coupling
K(ϕ,ϕ) = κϕα|ϕα|2 ; κϕα = (f + f) = 2g−2str, (38)
where f = x+ iy is the field-dependent coefficient of the gauge kinetic function introduced earlier,
and ga = gstr at the string scale. The supersymmetric mass term for this set of fields arises from
the following term in the superpotential
W (ϕα) =
1
2
∑
α
µαϕ(ϕ
α)2. (39)
If we were to consider logarithmic divergences, including dilaton-dependent terms that arise from
gauge loops, we would introduce a different set of chiral superfields with different Ka¨hler potential
couplings [33], but this is sufficient for our purposes.
7See, for example, [34, 35] for the impact of these fields on logarithmic contributions to the one-loop scalar
potential.
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In addition to these chiral superfields, the regulation of the term in (26) proportional to the
curvature r requires the introduction of U(1)b gauge multiplets W
b with signature ηb. As these
regulator fields must have a supersymmetric mass, we must introduce a chiral superfield Φb = eθb ,
with the same signature, which will eventually form a massive vector supermultiplet with the W b
fields. The Ka¨hler potential for these chiral fields is given by
K(θ, θ) =
1
2
∑
b
νbe
αbK(θb + θb)
2. (40)
This Ka¨hler potential has an invariance under this U(1) for which the field Φb has charge qbδbc and
where δcθb = iqbδbc. The corresponding D-term
D(θ, θ) = 1
xb
DbDb ; Db =
∑
c
Kcδbθ
c = i(θb + θ
b
)qbe
αbKνb (41)
vanishes in the background (where we set all Pauli-Villars fields to zero), but the combination
(θb + θ
b
)/
√
2 acquires a supersymmetric squared mass
µ2b =
1
2xb
q2be
αθ
b
Kνb (42)
which is equal to the mass of the vector superfields Wb, with which it forms a massive vector
multiplet in accordance with the Higgs effect.8
Having collected all the elements we need for regulating the quadratic divergences we can
compute the Pauli-Villars contribution to the supertraces, and thus H ′ = H +Hpv:
STrH ′ = 2V̂
[
Nχ
(
1 +
∑
α
ηIα
)
+
∑
P
ηP (1− αP ) +
∑
b
ηb (1− αb)− 5
]
+2e−KAA
[
Nχ
(
1 +
∑
α
ηIα
)
+
∑
P
ηP (1− 3αP ) +
∑
b
ηb (1− 3αb)− 1
]
−r
2
[
Nχ
(
1 +
∑
α
ηIα
)
+
∑
P
ηP − 7−NG
]
− 2Rim¯
(
e−KA
i
Am¯ +DµziDµz¯m¯
)(
1 +
∑
α
ηIα
)
+2
(
Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯ − 2D
)(
2−
∑
P
ηPαP −
∑
b
ηbαb
)
+
(∑
α
ηϕα −NG
)[
1
2x2
fif¯m¯F
i
F m¯ +
1
2x2
(∂µx∂
µx+ ∂µy∂
µy)
]
, (43)
8xb = Refb(z), where fb(Z) is the gauge kinetic function for W
b. Regulation of logarithmic divergences from both
dilaton and gravity loops requires fields with both fb(Z) = constant×S and fb(Z) = constant. This in unimportant
here and for simplicity we take fb(Z) = constant.
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where the summation over the index P is a shorthand for summing over all of the fields Φa, Φ̂I ,
ΠA and ϕα. Note that αP = 0 when P represents the field ϕ
α. Now given that (43) is the
coefficient of the quadratic divergence in (32) it is natural to insist that each term in the expression
be separately vanishing, as required by (31). That would imply the following relations among
signatures and Ka¨hler factors α:
0 = 1+
∑
α
ηIα =
∑
P
ηP +
∑
b
ηb−7 =
∑
P
ηP −7−NG = 2−
∑
P
ηPαP −
∑
b
ηbαb = NG−
∑
α
ηϕα . (44)
This is certainly reasonable in the case where one considers only the quadratic divergences of the
theory, as in [26], since an off-shell regularization is possible in this case. That is to say, the theory
can be regularized even in the case where the Einstein term is not canonically normalized, as is
clearly the case for the curvature term in (43). However, in a complete treatment that includes the
logarithmic divergences it is necessary to do a Weyl rescaling at this stage prior to imposing the
constraint of (31). More specifically, a Weyl transformation removes a term proportional to the
linear combination 12r+Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯−2V , which vanishes on shell due to the graviton equations
of motion. Thus we are only requiring on-shell finiteness. Of course, in this case the vanishing
of the logarithmic divergences will impose additional constraints on the signatures η and Ka¨hler
factors α.
Having imposed these constraints, we are now in a position to evaluate the terms quadratic
in the Pauli-Villars masses in (32). We can simplify the expressions by factoring out of the mass
terms any dependence on light fields via µp = βpµP (z) and νb = xb(β
θ
b )
2|µθ(z)|2. Without loss of
generality we will set qb = 1 in (42) and take αa ≡ αΦ, αb ≡ αθ and βb ≡ βθ to be independent of
a and b, respectively. Then the relevant terms are
STr(2µ2H ′ + ν2) = e−KAIJA
IJ
[
Kim¯Dµz¯m¯Dµzi + 3e−KAA
]
+ 2e−2KAIJA
JK
Rm In KAmA
n
+e−2K
[
AkIJA
IJm
A
k
Am − (AIjKAIKAjA+ h.c. )
]
− e
−K
x
Da(T az)iAiJKAJK
+Dµz¯m¯Dµzie−K
(
AiJKA
JK
m¯ + 2R
K
im¯Je
−KAKLA
JL
)
+4
∑
b
eα
θ
b
K |βbµθ|2
[(
V̂ + e−KAA
)
− e−(1+αθb )K |A− (αθbKm¯ + ∂m¯ lnµθ)Am¯|2
−Dµz¯m¯Dµzi(αθbKm¯ + ∂m¯ lnµθ)(αθbKi + ∂i lnµθ)
−αθbKim¯
(
Dµz¯m¯Dµzi +Am¯Ai
)
+ 2αθbD
]
, (45)
where we have already inserted the explicit matrix elements for the θb fields. The upper-case indices
then represent each of the fields we had labeled with P in (43): the ΦA as well as the ϕ fields.
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Lower-case indices refer to light fields and indices of both types are raised with the inverse metric
for the appropriate field. For completeness we collect the relevant matrix elements for all the fields
below:
ΦI ,ΠI :
∑
I,J
e−KA(Iα)(Jα)A
(Kα)(Jα)
= 2δKI
∑
i=I
eK(1−αα)K i¯ı|βαµ|2
A(Iα)(Jα)k = [(1− αα)Kk − ∂k lnµ]A(Iα)(Jα) − ΓℓkiA(Lα)(Jα)
Φ̂I , Π̂I :
∑
J
e−KA(Iα)(Jα)A
(Kα)(Jα)
= 2δKI e
−α̂αK |β̂αµ̂|2
A(Iα)(Jα)k = − (α̂αKk + ∂k ln µ̂)A(Iα)(Jα)
Φa, Φ̂a : e−KAcbA
ac
= 2δab e
−αΦaK |βΦa µΦ|2
Aab i = −
(
αΦaKi + ∂i lnµΦ
)
Aab
ϕα : e−KAγβA
αγ
=
eK
4x2
δαβ |βϕαµϕ|2
Aαβi =
[
Ki − fi
x
− ∂i lnµϕ
]
Aαβ
θb :
1
xb
∑
c,d
δbθdKdc¯δbθ
c¯
= eα
θ
b
K |βθbµθ|2
Abc = νbe
αθ
b
KAb¯c = νbe
αθ
b
K
[
A− (αθbKm¯ + ∂m¯ lnµθ)Am¯
]
δbc. (46)
The relevant terms for the scalar reparameterization connection Γ and the associated Riemann
tensor R are given by
(ΓΦ)
a
bk = −(ΓΠ)abk + αΦa δabKk = δab (Kk − ∂k ln ga)
(RΦ)
a
bkm¯ = −(RΠ)abkm¯ + αΦa δabKkm¯ = δab (Kk − ∂m¯∂k ln ga) ,
(ΓΦ)
(Iα)
(Jβ),k = −(ΓΦ̂)
(Jα)
(Iβ),k = (ΓΠ̂)
(Iα)
(Jβ),k − δαβ δIJ αˆβKk = δαβΓijk,
(RΦ)
(Iα)
(Jβ),km¯ = −(RΦ̂)
(Jα)
(Iβ),km¯ = (RΠ̂)
(Iα)
(Jβ),km¯ − δαβ δIJ αˆβKkm¯ = δαβRijkm¯,
(ΓΠ)
(Iα)
(Jβ),k = δ
α
β δ
I
JααKk, (RΠ)
(Iα)
(Jβ),km¯ = δ
α
β δ
I
JααKkm¯,
(Γϕ)
β
αi = δ
β
α
fi
2x
, (Rϕ)
β
αim¯ = −δβα
fif¯m¯
4x2
,
(Γθ)
c
ib = δ
c
b(α
θ
bKi + ∂i lnµθ),
(Rθ)bd¯im¯ = −δbdeα
θ
b
Kνbα
θ
be
αbθKKim¯ = −δdceαθbKνbRcbim¯ (47)
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2.3 Renormalization of the Ka¨hler Potential
These, then, are the terms quadratically dependent on the (presumably large) cut-off scale µpv.
We now have the necessary ingredients to study the phenomenological implications of these terms.
Before turning our attention there, however, it is instructive to consider how these terms can
be grouped into a renormalization of the space-time metric and the Ka¨hler potential itself. Let
us define the (field-dependent) effective cut-offs in terms of the Pauli-Villars mass terms in the
following way
ΦI ,ΠI : e(1−αα)KK i¯ı|βαµ|2 ≡ (βα)2 Λ2α
Φ̂I , Π̂I : 2e−αˆαK |βˆαµˆ|2 ≡
(
βˆα
)2
Λ̂2α
Φa,Πa : 2e−α
Φ
αK |βΦαµΦ|2 ≡ (βΦα )2Λ2Φ
ϕα :
eK
4x2
|βϕαµϕ|2 ≡ (βϕα)2Λ2ϕ
θb : 2eα
θ
b
K |βθbµθ|2 ≡ (βθb )2
(
Λθb
)2
. (48)
With this compact notation the quadratic dependence on the PV mass can be easily grouped into
a correction of the Ka¨hler potential and space-time metric. In other words, defining S0 + S1 =∫
d4x (L0 + L1) we have
L0(g0µν ,K) + L1 = L0(gµν ,K + δK) , gµν = g0µν(1 + ǫ). (49)
The above expression involves a summation over effective cutoffs ΛP that runs over all the heavy
PV modes p labeled by P
ǫ = −
∑
P
λP ζ
′
P
Λ2P
32π2
; δK =
∑
P
λP ζP
Λ2P
32π2
(50)
where
λP =
∑
p
ηPp (β
P
p )
2 ln(βPp )
2 (51)
sums over the various species within each class, and the coefficients ζ and ζ ′ are given by
ΦI ; Φ̂I : ζI = 1 ; ζ
′
I = 1
Φa : ζa = 1 ; ζ
′
a = 1
ϕα : ζϕ = 1 ; ζ
′
ϕ = 1
θb : ζb = −4 ; ζ ′b = 0. (52)
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These are precise expressions for the quantities alluded to in equations (7) in Section 1 above.
Let us see how the identification in (49) and (50) comes about through an explicit construction.
Define the quantity K˜ = K + δK where
δK =
∑
P
δKP , δKP = ζPλP
Λ2P
32π2
=
1
32π2
∑
p
ζPηp ln(β
2
p)δkp (53)
and the field dependence of the cut-offs in (48) is here represented by
δkp = β
2
pΛ
2
P . (54)
The content of (49) can be expressed as an expansion in δK as follows [19]
1√
g
L0
(
K˜
)
=
1√
g
L0(K)− δKV̂ + δKi¯
(
DµziDµz¯¯ + F iF¯ ¯
)
−
(
δKi
[
F im3/2 +
1
2x
Da(Tz)i
]
+ h.c.
)
≡ 1√
g
L0(K) + 1
32π2
∑
P
ζP
∑
p
ηp ln(β
2
p)ℓp. (55)
To determine the values of the various ℓp it is necessary to take covariant derivatives of the δkp.
Using the fact that the metric is covariantly constant: DiK
IJ = 0, and the relations
AIJk = DkAIJ = ∂kAIJ − ΓLIkALJ − ΓLJkAIL, Dk(e−KAI¯ J¯) = 0,
Dm¯(e
−KDkAIJ) = e
−K(Kkm¯AIJ −RLIkm¯ALJ −RLJkm¯AIL), (56)
we have for P 6= θ
δkp = β
2
pΛ
2
P = e
−KAIJA
IJ
Dkδk
p = δkpk = Dk(e
−KAIJA
IJ
)p = e
−K(AIJkA
IJ
)p,
Dm¯Dkδk
p = δkpkm¯ = e
−K(AIJkA
IJ
m¯ +Kkm¯AIJA
IJ − 2RLIkm¯ALJAIJ)p. (57)
From (55) it is clear that the factor ℓp for P 6= θ is given by
ℓp = −e−K
(
AIJA
IJ
)
p
V̂ + e−K
[
AIJkA
IJ
m¯ +
(
Kim¯AIJA
IJ
+ 2RLkm¯IALJA
IJ
)]
p
(
DµzkDµz¯m¯ + F kF m¯
)
−
{
e−K(AIJkA
IJ
)p
[
F km3/2 +
1
2x
Da(T az)k
]
+ h.c.
}
, (58)
which is the same as the first 3 lines of (45) with
V̂ = Kim¯F
iF
m¯ − 3m23/2, F i = e−K/2A
i
, m23/2 = e
−KAA. (59)
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The same calculation for P = θ is only slightly more complicated. In this case
∂kδk
b = δkbk =
(
αθbKk + ∂k lnµθ
)
δkb = Γbbkδk
b,
∂m¯∂kδk
b = δkbkm¯ =
[(
αθbKk + ∂k lnµθ
) (
αθbKm¯ + ∂m¯ ln µ¯θ
)
+ αθbKkm¯
]
δkb
=
(
Rbbkm¯ + Γ
b
bkΓ
b¯
b¯m¯
)
δkb, (60)
so that the corresponding ℓb is given by
ℓb/δk
b = −V̂ +Rbbkm¯
(
DµzkDµz¯m¯ + F kF m¯
)
+ ΓbbkΓ
b¯
b¯m¯
(
DµzkDµz¯m¯ + F kF m¯
)
−
{
Γbbk
[
F km3/2 +
1
2
Da(T az)k
]
+ h.c.
}
. (61)
From (48) and the definitions in (46) we have
δkb = − 4
xb
Kbb¯|δbθb|2 (62)
and after some algebra the entries in (61) can be identified with the final three lines of (45).
Finally, as emphasized above, the effective one loop action given in (49) respects supersymmetry
only to lowest order in the loop expansion parameter ǫ = h¯/16π2. More precisely if gRµν and
KR = K + δK are the fully renormalized metric and Ka¨hler potential, then (49) can be written as
Ltree(gR,KR) = Ltree(g,K) + L1−loop +O(ǫ ln Λ2eff) +O(ǫ2), (63)
where the leading Nχ and NG corrections that give potentially significant contributions to the
effective potential at one loop are
δK =
1
32π2
[
NχΛ
2
χ − 4NGΛ2G +O(1)Λ2grav
]
=
ǫ
2
[
NχΛ
2
χ − 4NGΛ2G +O(1)Λ2grav
]
. (64)
If the coefficients of the various Λ2 terms are of order unity then in order to preserve local super-
symmetry of the Lagrangian we have to retain all terms that follow from the correction (64) to
the Ka¨hler potential; this amounts to summing leading terms in (ǫNΛ2χ)
n and (ǫNGΛ
2
G)
n, with the
result of the sum just giving a correction to the Ka¨hler potential as dictated by local supersymme-
try.
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3 Phenomenological Applications in String-Based Models
In the preceding sections we demonstrated how the leading one-loop correction to the scalar po-
tential, which is quadratic in the cutoff, is obtained. The explicit form of this correction was given
in (26) and shown to be of the general form of (6). We then added a supersymmetric regulating
sector to the theory in the form of a set of massive Pauli-Villars regulator fields. These add new
contributions to the one-loop effective potential, rendering the divergent contributions finite. For-
mally divergent contributions to the one-loop Lagrangian are now replaced with terms proportional
to the square of various field-dependent mass terms. The combined contribution is given in (45),
providing an explicit realization of the subtractions mentioned in (7).
While it is possible to work directly with the (regularized) Lagrangian represented by (45),
doing so ignores the great power of working with a supersymmetric regulating sector – namely, the
ability to treat the quadratically divergent corrections as a renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential
itself. This correspondence, as written in (55), was demonstrated in Section 2.3. In this section
we will take the renormalized Ka¨hler potential of (53) as our starting point in looking at the
phenomenological implications of these corrections on vacuum stability and scalar mass terms. For
most of this section we will be interested primarily in those terms that involve fields connected
with the gauge-charged chiral matter of the light spectrum. The relevant corrections to the Ka¨hler
potential are therefore those of (57), and we will make use of the relations in (56).
3.1 Vacuum Energy and Scalar Masses
As a first example, suppose that the effective cut-offs are field-independent constants. In this case
the quantum corrected effective potential is just
Veff = D + eK+∆K
(
F iKim¯F
m¯ − 1
3
|M |2
)
tree
, (65)
where M is the auxiliary field of supergravity whose vacuum expectation value determines the
gravitino mass through the equation of motion M = −3eK/2W . In particular, if supersymmetry
breaking is F-term induced, i.e. 〈D〉 = 0, then the tree level condition F iKim¯F m¯ = 13 |M |2 for
vanishing vacuum energy is unmodified by these quantum corrections. In other words, even after
including all quadratically divergent contributions to the one-loop effective potential (with a proper
supersymmetric regularization), the vacuum energy will continue to vanish provided 〈Vtree〉 = 0 is
satisfied.
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In some circumstances this simplification can be achieved. For example it was shown in [33] that
the masses of PV fields that regulate the (logarithmically divergent) untwisted matter loop correc-
tions involving renormalizable couplings can be made constant (and thereby modular invariant).
However not all masses can be constant and modular invariant. Regulation of quadratic and loga-
rithmic divergences requires (for example) some masses proportional to eK in the matter + gravity
sector and proportional to g2str = (s + s¯)/2 in the gauge + dilaton sector. Modular invariance of
the one-loop corrected Lagrangian then requires either that terms proportional to eK cancel in the
supertrace implicit in (53), or that the mass terms in the PV superpotential have a T-dependence
that restores modular invariance; the latter would be interpreted as a parameterization of string
loop threshold corrections.9 Thus we generally expect some modification of the effective potential
for moduli in string-based effective supergravity theories, as was anticipated by [9].
For concreteness, in the remainder of this section we consider the BGW model [36, 37] for
gaugino condensation, in which dilaton stabilization was achieved [38, 39] by invoking nonpertur-
bative string [40, 41] and/or QFT [42, 43] corrections to the dilaton Ka¨hler potential. In order to
implement the correct Bianchi identity for the gaugino condensate composite superfield – as well
as the Green-Schwarz (GS) anomaly cancellation mechanism – it is much more convenient to use
the linear multiplet formulation for the dilaton, as was done in [36, 37]. In [35] the results were
recast in the more familiar language of the chiral multiplet formalism, with the effective tree level
potential below the scale of condensation taking the standard form V = F iKim¯F
m¯ − 13MM with
M =
1
2
bcu, F
S = −1
4
K−1
SS¯
(
1− 2
3
bcKS
)
u¯, (66)
where u is the vacuum value of the gaugino condensate. The quantity bc is the beta function
coefficient of the condensing gauge group Gc:
bc =
1
16π2
(
3Cc −
∑
i
Cic
)
, (67)
where Cc and C
i
c are the quadratic Casimirs in the adjoint and matter representations, respectively,
of Gc. The BGW model is explicitly modular invariant and the Ka¨hler moduli T i are stabilized at
self-dual points with vanishing auxiliary fields:
〈
F T
i
〉
= 0. Supersymmetry breaking is therefore
dilaton-dominated and the condition for vanishing vacuum energy at tree level in the effective
9There is a residual noninvariance associated with terms logarithmic in the PV masses that is canceled by the
Green-Schwarz term.
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theory is
〈Veff〉 =
〈
KSS¯ |FS |2 −
1
3
|M |2
〉
= 0,
〈
K−1
SS¯
〉
=
4b2c
3(1− 23 〈KS〉 bc)2
. (68)
Classically,
− 2 〈KS〉 = 2
〈
K
1
2
SS¯
〉
= 2
〈
(s+ s¯)−1
〉
= g2str ≈
1
2
, (69)
where gstr is the value of the gauge coupling constant at the string scale. The last approximate
relation in (69) can be inferred from low energy data extrapolated to high energy scales through
renormalization group (RG) evolution.
The model is both phenomenologically [44] and cosmologically [45, 46] viable if bc ≈ .05–.06, so
it is clear that (68) cannot be satisfied without invoking nonperturbative string effects that modify
the Ka¨hler potential for the dilaton. The suppression of the vacuum value
〈
K−1
SS¯
〉
with respect to
its classical value implied by (68) has the effect of enhancing the dilaton mass, which is a welcome
feature for modular cosmology. However it also entails a suppression of gaugino masses relative to
scalar masses, which increases somewhat the fine tuning problem of MSSM phenomenology [47].
The problem is exacerbated [48, 49] when a D-term arising from an anomalous U(1) is included.
Except in a class of models in which the preferred vacuum configuration minimizes the number
of large vevs 〈φa〉, a further suppression of the dilaton F-term is required to maintain vanishing
vacuum energy at tree level. In this case a large, positive constant value of ∆K in (65) would be
welcome. In addition there are dangerously large and potentially negative D-term contributions
to squark and slepton masses unless −KS is considerably larger than its classical value, thereby
calling into question the validity of the weak coupling approximation for these models [42, 50].
Now let us consider the possible impact on the dilaton potential of field dependent effective
cut-offs of the type discussed above. With the Green-Schwarz term included modular invariance
dictates a renormalized Ka¨hler potential of the form
KR = K +
1
2
ǫcχf(T, T¯ )e
K − 4ǫcG
S + S¯ − Vgs = K +
1
2
ǫcχf(T, T¯ )e
K − 2ǫcGg2s(Z, Z¯), (70)
where Vgs(T + T¯ ) is the Green-Schwarz term and f(T, T¯ ) is a function with a well-defined transfor-
mation property under modular symmetries that assures modular invariance of the second term.
The loop-induced terms proportional to ǫ may not be negligible if cχ, cG ∼ Nχ, NG, respectively.
Since the theory is still modular invariant we expect that the moduli are still stabilized at self-dual
points, where the additional contributions to F T
i
induced by these quantum corrections vanish.
Setting the T-moduli at their vevs, defining
c˜χ =
〈
f(t, t¯)eG
〉
cχ, (71)
22
and setting the matter fields to zero, the renormalized potential and its S-derivatives read
KR = k +
ǫ
2
(
c˜χe
k − 4cGg2str
)
, k = k(2g−2str), K
R
S = KS
(
1 +
ǫ
2
c˜χe
k
)
+ ǫcGg
4
str,
KRSS¯ = KSS¯
(
1 +
ǫ
2
c˜χe
k
)
+
ǫ
2
(
K2S c˜χe
k − cGg8str
)
. (72)
The condition for vanishing vacuum energy is still given by (68) but with the replacement K →
KR. The relevant parameter for particle physics phenomenology is now the vev of 1/KR
SS¯
, which
remains strongly suppressed with respect to its classical value since KRS is negative semi-definite.
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Therefore the salient phenomenological features of the BGW model are essentially unaffected by
these quantum corrections.
On the other hand, could these corrections lessen the need to invoke rather large nonperturbative
effects, especially when an anomalous U(1) is incorporated? A large negative value of cG or a large
positive value of c˜χ would increase −KRS and decrease 1/KRSS¯ for fixed g2str ≈ 1/2, which is the
desired effect. One can reasonably assume that |cG| ≤ NG ≤ 65 ∼ 0.4ǫ−1 in typical orbifold
compactifications [22], so a significant effect cannot be obtained from the second term in (70). On
the other hand Nχǫ ∼ 2 for typical orbifolds. Quite generally we have
f(t, t¯) =
∏
i
[|η(ti)|4(ti + t¯i)]qi ,
〈
|η(ti)|4(ti + t¯i)
〉
≈ 1, (73)
where the last approximate equality holds at a self-dual point. In this case if c˜χ ∼ Nχ and ek ∼ 1,
it might be possible to somewhat alleviate the above-mentioned difficulties of condensation models.
One would also expect corrections to the Ka¨hler potential to affect the overall size of scalar
masses (we will address the off-diagonal structure of these masses in the next subsection). In the
condensation models (with or without an anomalous U(1)) considered here the scalar mass terms in
the effective potential arise from derivatives of the Ka¨hler potential, and the Ka¨hler metric factors
out of the normalized squared mass if the Ka¨hler potential is of the form
K = k(S, S¯) + g(T, T¯ ) +
∑
a
κa(T, T¯ )|Φa|2 +O(Φ3). (74)
If the second term in (70) is present, the Ka¨hler potential is no longer separable as in (74), and the
F-term in the potential takes the form (again setting the moduli at their self-dual points)
VF = K
R
SS¯ |FS |2 +KRab¯F aF¯ b¯ +
(
KRSb¯F
SF¯ b¯ + h.c.
)
, F a =
bcu¯
6
Kab¯R K
R
b¯ . (75)
10The relation ℓ = −KRS holds at any given order in perturbation theory, where ℓ is the dilaton of the dual linear
multiplet formalism.
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The wave function normalization factor κa/(1 +
1
2ǫc˜e
k) again cancels, and – neglecting the third
term in (70) – we obtain for the squared mass of the canonically normalized gauge-charged scalar φa
m2φa =
b2c |u|2
36
[
1 +
3
2
ǫc˜ek
1− 23bcKRS
KR
SS¯
(
1− 23bcKRS
KR
SS¯
− bcKRS
)]
+
1
s
∑
b
qbaDb
=
b2c |u|2
36
[
1 +
2b3cǫc˜e
k
1− 23bcKRS
(
4bc
3(1 − 23bcKRS )
−KRS
)]
+
1
s
∑
b
qbaDb, (76)
where in the last expression we used the vacuum condition (68). Even if c˜χ ∼ 1, these corrections
are subleading if bc ≪ 1.
The primary conclusion of this section is that the only practical effect of the leading Nχ, NG
quadratic divergences in this particular concrete example is a possible re-interpretation of the
modification of the dilaton superpotential, needed for stabilization, in terms of a combination of
string nonperturbative effects and quantum field theory perturbative effects, as opposed to only the
former. We note the importance of the supersymmetric regularization in allowing an interpretation
of the quadratic contributions to the dilaton effective potential in terms of renormalization of the
Ka¨hler potential as in (70). This interpretation made it possible to quickly see the muted impact
of these terms, even in the case of large cG and c˜χ.
3.2 Potential Off-Diagonal Scalar Mass Terms
To address the question of what constraints are needed to avoid experimentally excluded flavor
changing neutral current (FCNC) effects, we first note that the tree potential of an effective super-
gravity theory includes a term
Vtree ∋ eKKiK¯Ki¯|W |2. (77)
So prior to any discussion of large loop-induced contributions to flavor-changing operators it is
necessary to ensure their absence at the tree level. The observed suppression of FCNC effects thus
constrains the Ka¨hler potential already at the leading order – to a high degree of accuracy we
require that
KiK¯K
i¯ 6∋ 〈f(X, X¯)〉φaf φ¯a¯f ′ 6=f , (78)
where f, f ′ are flavor indices, a is a gauge index, φaf any standard model squark or slepton, and X is
a singlet of the Standard Model gauge group. For example, in the no-scale models that characterize
the untwisted sector of orbifold compactifications, we have
KiK¯K
i¯ = 3 +KSKS¯K
SS¯, (79)
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which is safe, since KS is a function only of the dilaton. The twisted sector Ka¨hler potential is
known only to quadratic order:
KT =
∑
a
eg
a(T+T¯ )|ΦaT |2 +O(Φ3), (80)
which is flavor diagonal and also safe. The higher order terms in (80) could be problematic if
some φa = Xa have large vevs (i.e. within a few orders of magnitude of the Planck scale). Thus
phenomenology requires that we forbid couplings of the form φafφ
a¯
f ′ 6=f |φa
′
f”|2Xb1 · · ·Xbn , n ≤ N ,
where N is chosen sufficiently large to make the contribution
〈
Xb1 · · ·Xbn
〉
to the scalar mass
matrix negligible.
The quadratically divergent one-loop corrections generate a term
V1−loop ∋ eKKiK¯Ri¯|W |2, Ri¯ = Kik¯Rk¯lKk¯. (81)
where Ri¯ is the Ka¨hler Ricci tensor. The contribution (81) simply reflects the fact that the leading
divergent contribution in a nonlinear sigma model is a correction to the Ka¨hler metric proportional
to the Ricci tensor (whence e.g. the requisite Ricci flatness of two dimensional conformal field
theories). Since the Ricci tensor involves a sum of Ka¨hler Riemann tensor elements over all chiral
degrees of freedom, a large, order Nχ, coefficient may be generated. For example, for an untwisted
sector U with three untwisted moduli T i and Ka¨hler potential
KU =
3∑
n=1
Kn = −
3∑
n=1
ln(T n + T¯ n¯ −
Nn∑
a=1
|Φan|2), (82)
we get
Rni¯ = (Nn + 2)K
n
i¯. (83)
While this contribution is clearly safe, since the Ricci tensor is proportional to the Ka¨hler metric,
the condition that the tree potential be FCNC safe does not by itself ensure that (81) is safe
in general. For this we require in addition the absence of Ka¨hler potential terms of the form
φaf φ¯
a¯
f ′ 6=f |φa
′
f ′′ |4(Xb)n≤N . On the other hand, if the Ka¨hler metric is FCNC safe due to an isometry,
the same isometry will protect the Ricci tensor from generating FCNC.
For example, the scalar metric gij for the effective pion Lagrangian is dictated by chiral SU(2)L×
SU(2)R; there is a unique form of the two-derivative coupling:
gij = δij +
πiπj
v2 − π2 , (84)
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for a particular choice of field variables. Preservation of this symmetry at the one-loop level
assures that Rij ∝ gij . Similarly, the kinetic term derived from the Ka¨hler potential (82) possesses
an
∏3
n=1 SU(Nn + 1, 1) symmetry that is much larger than the SL(2, R) (or possibly[SL(2, R)]
3)
T-duality symmetry of the full Lagrangian, and we obtain the result (83). More generally, in
effective supergravity from string compactifications there are a number of selection rules and/or
symmetries that forbid superpotential couplings that are allowed by gauge invariance and the T-
duality invariance group (see for example [51]). The Ka¨hler potential has not been investigated in
similar detail, but a priori one would expect an analogous pattern. In the absence of input from
string theory one can work backwards and ask: what constraints does phenomenology impose?
We first note that there is a large class of models in which FCNC are suppressed independently
of the details of the structure of the Ka¨hler potential, provided the moduli tI are stablized at self
dual points. The supersymmetric completion of the potential in any given order in perturbation
theory yields (in the absence of D-term contributions) the scalar squared mass matrix
(m2)ij = δ
i
jm
2
3/2 −
〈
R˜ijkm¯
〉
F˜ kF˜
m¯
, (85)
where R˜ijkm¯ is an element of the Riemann tensor derived from the fully renormalized Ka¨hler metric,
and F˜ i is the auxiliary field for the chiral superfield Φi, evaluated by its equation of motion using
the quantum corrected Lagrangian. Since the latter is perturbatively modular invariant, the Ka¨hler
moduli ti are still stabilized at self-dual points with
〈
F˜ t
i
〉
= 0. Classically we have Rabss¯ = 0 where
the indices a, b refer to gauge-charged fields in the observable sector. This need not be true at
the quantum level. For example, if, as suggested in (70), the quantum correction to the Ka¨hler
potential includes a term
∆K =
1
32π2
STrΛ2eff ∋
cNχ
32π2
eαK , (86)
we get 〈
R˜abss¯
〉
= δab
cNχ
32π2
α2eαK (Kss¯ + αKsKs¯) , (87)
which is flavor diagonal, and therefore FCNC safe.
To consider more general situations, let us write out the elements of the renormalized Ka¨hler
Riemann tensor
R˜ijkm¯ = D˜m¯Γ˜
i
kj = K˜
in¯D˜m¯Γ˜n¯kj = K˜
in¯
[
∂m¯Γ˜n¯kj − Γ˜r¯m¯n¯Γ˜r¯kj
]
= Kin¯
[
Dm¯Γ˜n¯kj +
(
Γr¯m¯n¯ − Γ˜r¯m¯n¯
)
Γ˜r¯kj
]
,
Γ˜n¯kj = ∂kK˜n¯j = Γn¯kj + ∂iδKn¯j = Γn¯kj +DiδKn¯j + Γ
l
kjδKn¯l, (88)
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with the inverse metric K˜in¯ given by
K˜in¯ = Kin¯ −Kip¯δKp¯lK ln¯ +O(δK2). (89)
The potentially dangerous terms in (85) can then be extracted from consideration of (88), for which
we have
R˜ijkm¯ = R
i
jkm¯ −Kin¯δKn¯lRljkm¯ +Kin¯Dm¯DkδKn¯j +O(δK2), (90)
and the auxiliary fields for the chiral superfields, given by
F˜ i = eK˜/2K˜i¯
(
W ¯ +WK˜¯
)
= F i
(
1 +
δK
2
)
−Ki¯δK¯kF k + eK/2Ki¯δK¯W +O(δK2). (91)
Then the second term in (85) is given by
(m2R)
i
j = −R˜ijkm¯F˜ kF˜
m¯
= −Rijkm¯F kF m¯
(
1 +
δK
2
)
+Ri m¯j n¯F
lF
n¯
δKlm¯ +R
i l
jk F
kF
m¯
δKlm¯
−eK/2
(
Ri m¯j n¯F
n¯
δKm¯W +R
i l
jk F
kδKlW
)
+Rljkm¯F
kF
m¯
Kin¯δKln¯ −Kin¯F kF m¯Dm¯DjδKkn¯ +O(δK2). (92)
Let us investigate the consequences for the following simple Ka¨hler potential
K = g(M,M ) +
∑
a
fa(M,M )|Φa|2 +O(Φ3), (93)
where M , M represent chiral superfields of the hidden sector (such as moduli in a string construc-
tion) which are SM gauge singlets, and we have chosen a basis in which the term quadratic in the
matter fields Φa is diagonal. The tree-level contribution to the scalar masses is then〈
Rabnm¯F
nF
m¯
〉
= δab
〈
ganm¯F
nF
m¯
〉
, ganm¯ = f
−1
a ∂m¯∂nfa − f−2a ∂m¯fa∂nfa. (94)
To avoid tree-level FCNC, we require
〈
ganm¯F
nF
m¯
〉
to be independent of flavor for fixed SM gauge
quantum numbers. As a specific example, in string theory with fa = (T
i+T
i
)−q
i
a we can avoid tree-
level FCNC if
〈
F t
i
〉
= 0 or if all quarks with the same quantum numbers have the same modular
weights11 qia: g
a
i¯ = δij q
i
a(2Ret
i)−2. Assuming tree level FCNC are absent, the only dangerous part
11Note that two independent conventions for modular weights exist in the literature. In particular, if we use the
expression in (93) with fa = (T
i + T
i
)−q
i
a to serve as the defining property of the integer modular weight, then our
convention corresponds to those of [25, 36, 37, 38], while the case −qia → n
i
a is the convention of [35, 52, 53, 54]. The
sign convention on the weights we have chosen has the virtue that the integers qia will typically be positive.
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of (92) is the last line. Using (56), (57), and
Dl
(
e−KA
IJ
m¯
)
= e−K
(
Klm¯A
IJ
RIPm¯lA
PJ
+RJPm¯lA
IP
)
,
Dlδkkm¯ = Kkm¯δkl +Klm¯δkk
+e−K
[
AIJklA
IJ
m¯ + 2
(
RPIm¯lAPJkA
IJ
+ [k ↔ l]
)
+ 2
(
DlR
P
Im¯k
)
APJA
IJ
]
Dm¯
(
e−KAIJkl
)
= e−K
{
Rnlm¯kAIJn +
[
Kkm¯AIJl +
(
RPIm¯kAPJl + [I ↔ J ]
)
+ (k ↔ l)
]}
+e−K
[
APJDlR
P
Im¯k + (I ↔ J)
]
(95)
we obtain for the modes P 6= θ
Dn¯Dlδkkm¯ = e
−KAIJklA
IJ
m¯n¯ + [Kkm¯δkln¯ + (k ↔ l) + (n↔ m)]− [Kkm¯Kln¯ + (k ↔ l)] δk
+e−K
[
Rpln¯kAIJpA
IJ
m¯ + 2
(
Dn¯DlR
P
Im¯k
)
APJA
IJ
]
+2e−K
{[(
DlR
P
Im¯k
)
APJA
IJ
n¯ + (n↔ m)
]
+
[(
Dn¯R
P
Im¯l
)
APJkA
IJ
+ (k ↔ l)
]}
+2e−K
[
RPIm¯lAPJkA
IJ
n¯ + (n↔ m) + (k ↔ l)
]
+2e−K
[
RQIm¯lR
P
Qn¯kAPJA
IJ
+RQIm¯lR
P
Jn¯kAPQA
IJ
+ (k ↔ l)
]
. (96)
Inserting this into the last line of (92) gives
(m2P )
a
b ∋ −FmF n¯
{
δab δkmn¯ +Kmn¯K
ac¯δkbc¯ − δabKmn¯δk −Rcbmn¯Kad¯δkcd¯
+2e−K
[(
Dn¯DbR
P a
I m
)
APJA
IJ
+
(
DbR
P a
I m
)
APJA
IJ
n¯ + 2
(
Dn¯R
P a
I b
)
APJmA
IJ
+RP aI bAPJmA
IJ
n¯ +R
Q a
I bR
P
Qn¯mAPJA
IJ
+RQ aI bR
P
Jn¯mAPQA
IJ
]}
, (97)
where we dropped terms that vanish in the vacuum, and the above “squared masses” have to be
put in a weighted sum as in (53) with the appropriate loop factor.
Most of the terms in (97) are in fact proportional to δba, so represent corrections to the diagonal
elements of the scalar mass matrix. The off-diagonal elements are the result of terms involving the
set of PV fields P = ΦI , in which we identify RIJkl → Rijkl:
(m2ΦIα,ΠIα
)ab ∋ −e−KFmF n¯
[
Kmn¯R
p a
i bAPJA
IJ
+ (Dn¯DbR
p a
i m)APJA
IJ
+(DbR
p a
i m)APJA
IJ
n¯ +
(
Dn¯R
p a
i b
)
APJmA
IJ
+Rp ai bAPJmA
IJ
n¯ − αRp ai bKn¯mAPJA
IJ
−Rabmn¯AIJAIJ − 2Rcbmn¯RP aI cAPJAIJ
]
. (98)
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Using the quantities in (46) and (47), along with the identity
2RPIm¯kAPJA
IJ
=
(
RΦkm¯ +R
Π
km¯
)
|β|2Λ2, (99)
the potentially dangerous mass terms in (98) can be written as12
(m2ΦIα,ΠIα
)ab ∋ Kac¯FmF n¯β2αΛ2α
{
Dn¯DbRmc¯ + 2Rdc¯R
d
bmn¯
+(Kmn¯ (1− αα) + [(1− αα)Km − ∂m lnµα] [(1− αα)Kn¯ − ∂n¯ lnµα])Rbc¯
+ [(1− αα)Kn¯ − ∂n¯ lnµα]DbRmc¯ + [(1− αα)Km − ∂m lnµα]Dn¯Rbc¯} . (100)
This is the principal result of this section, and we will spend the rest of the section investigating
its consequences in a number of simple examples. But first it is instructive to compare the expression
in (100) with the analogous expression for the scalar mass in equation (4) of [10].13 The two
expressions share the same general structure, though the coefficients of the various correction
terms differ – presumably since the starting point in [10] was not yet fully supersymmetric. We
have checked that (100) has the proper symmetry under interchange of indices implied by its origin
from (96).
A more substantive comparison can be made by considering a particular Ka¨hler potential. Take
the case of
K = g(M,M ) +
∑
a
fa(M,M )|Φa|2 + 1
4
∑
ab
Xabfafb|Φa|2|Φb|2 +O(|Φ|3), (101)
g(M,M ) = −
∑
i
ln(T i + T
i
), fa(M,M ) =
∏
i
(T i + T
i
)−q
a
i , (102)
which is motivated by modular-invariant effective actions describing the weakly-coupled heterotic
string. Then the relevant tensors for the computation of (100) are given by
Rbc¯ = δbcfb
(∑
a
Xab +
∑
i
qbi
)
, Dn¯Rbc¯ = 0, Dn¯DbRmc¯ =
δmn
2Re tm
DbRmc¯,
DbRmc¯ = −δbc fb
2Re tm
(∑
a
(
qbm + q
a
m
)
Xab + q
b
m
∑
i
qbi
)
. (103)
12In what follows we have a dropped a term β2Λ2Rabmn¯F
mF
n¯
since it will not produce any FCNC contributions if
the tree-level masses are FCNC safe.
13The analogous expression is equation (6) of the preprint version hep-ph/9709250 of this paper.
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First consider the case where F i = 0 for the Ka¨hler moduli T i and where F sF
s¯
Kss¯ = F
sF
s¯
KsKs¯ =
3m23/2. Then assuming ∂sµα = 0 we obtain
(m2ΦIαΠIα)
a
b = 3m
2
3/2β
2
αΛ
2
αδ
a
b
(∑
c
Xbc +
∑
i
qbi
)
(1− αα) (2− αα) . (104)
As was pointed out in [10], where this same Ka¨hler potential (101) was considered, even in this
particularly simple case of dilaton-domination (in which tree-level scalar masses are universal and
diagonal) there is a potential for sizable FCNCs since the summation in the first term of (104)
runs over all fields which participate in the quartic coupling of (101). What was not appreciated
in [10] was the fact that the presence of this off-diagonal scalar mass contribution depends on
the parameters αα, which are determined by Planck-scale physics. In particular, the contribution
vanishes completely – independent of the values of the modular weights or the values of Xab –
provided α = 1 or 2.
For the untwisted sector Φai , with Ka¨hler potential given by (82)
KUi = gi − ln
(
1− egi
∑
a
|Φai |2
)
, gi = − ln
(
T i + T
i
)
, (105)
the expression for Rbc¯ is given by (83). If the twisted sector Ka¨hler potential is just the quadratic
term in (102) then the twisted masses are different from the untwisted ones. If instead the twisted
sector has
KT =
∑
a
e
∑
i
qaiK
Ui |ΦaT |2, (106)
we would instead obtain∑
a
Xa,bT =
∑
i
qaiNi,
∑
a
Xa,bi = 2Ni +
∑
a∈T
qai . (107)
In orbifold constructions it is common for the quark doublet QL of the Standard Model to arise in
the untwisted sector, though generally at least some of the other Standard Model fields must arise
in one or more of the various twisted sectors [22, 51]. Thus we might expect some contributions
such as those in (107) to arise. Nevertheless, such terms may be innocuous (quite apart from the
issue of the factors of α) even in cases where F i 6= 0 provided all twisted sector SM fields have the
same modular weights – a condition that obtains quite often in these models.
Additional terms in (103) can arise if the Ka¨hler potential includes terms in addition to those
in (101). For example, we might consider an addition of the form
∆K =
{
1
2
ZabΦ
aΦb +
1
2
Habc¯Φ
aΦbΦ
c¯
+
1
3
ZabcΦ
aΦbΦc + . . .
}
+ h.c. . (108)
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In fact, such extensions are not uncommon in phenomenological considerations: terms with Zab 6= 0
might be utilized to generate a µ-term via the Giudice-Masiero mechanism [55] while three-field
terms with both Habc¯ and Zabc non-vanishing were utilized in [56] to produce neutrino masses.
In general these terms are constrained by requirements of gauge invariance, which do not affect
the case of Xab in (101). For example, a Giudice-Masiero term of ∆K =
1
2Z(T, T )HuHd + h.c.
can only produce corrections to the mass matrix for the Higgs fields themselves, and there only to
the diagonal entries provided the quadratic term in (101) is diagonal in these fields to begin with.
This is a general property of additions to the Ka¨hler potential with the form ∆K = f(Φ) + f¯(Φ).
More dangerous are terms with mixed holomorphicity, such as the case of [56] in which the
following was added to the Ka¨hler potential
∆K = (Z1)abLaHuNb + (Z2)abLaH
∗
dNb + h.c. , (109)
where N is a right-handed neutrino superfield, L is the standard lepton doublet of the MSSM and
a, b are generation labels. Here we do expect contributions to off-diagonal scalar masses (as well
as additional contributions to the diagonal entries) at one loop. For example, we have
RLaL∗b =
∑
i
qibfLbδab −
∑
c
1
fNc
[
(Z2)ac(Z
∗
2 )bc
1
fHd
+ (Z1)ac(Z
∗
1 )bc
1
fHu
]
RNaN∗b =
∑
i
qibfNbδab −
∑
c
1
fLc
[
(Z2)ca(Z
∗
2 )cb
1
fHd
+ (Z1)ca(Z
∗
1 )cb
1
fHu
]
. (110)
If the coefficients Z1 and Z2 depend on various moduli (which they will, in general, in realistic
string models) then there are additional terms coming from DLaRTmL∗b and DNaRTmN
∗
b
. These
terms involve derivatives of the coefficients Z1 and Z2 and can introduce additional off-diagonal
terms if the F -terms for the corresponding moduli fields do not vanish in the vacuum.
Though these terms must necessarily be present in this scenario, they need not necessarily be
large. The summations in (110) are only over the various species of right-handed neutrino and
lepton doublet, respectively, that couple through the terms in (109). While it is not inconceivable
that the number of such fields might be greater than three in string-derived models [57, 58], it is
unlikely that such sums will generate numbers of O(100). Nevertheless, the severe constraint on
the branching ratio for the rare decay µ → eγ of Br(µ → eγ) < 1.2 × 10−11 [59, 60] suggests that
the size of the element m2L1L∗2
should be quite small. In particular [4, 61, 62]
δLL12 =
m2L1L∗2
m2L1L∗1
<∼ 4× 10−3; for
√
m2L1L∗1
= 100 GeV, (111)
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though the size of the off-diagonal elements can be comparable to the diagonal entries once the
typical slepton mass nears 1 TeV. For the case of (111) above, insertion of (110) into (100) and
summing as in (53) gives an off-diagonal mass contribution of roughly
δLL12 ≃
3NνR
32π2
(
|Z1|2 + |Z22 |
)∑
pv
βpv(1− αpv)(2 − αpv)
(
mpv
mpl
)2
, (112)
where we have set the Ka¨hler moduli to their self-dual value of
〈
ti
〉
= 1 in reduced Planck-mass
units and taken a dilaton-dominated scenario in which F sF
s¯
Kss¯ = F
sF
s¯
KsKs¯ = 3m
2
3/2 such that
the diagonal entries of the lepton doublet scalar mass matrix are given by m23/2 (see Appendix A
below for a complete expression). Even in the case where αpv 6= 1, 2, and the summation is over
PV fields whose masses are very near the string scale, it is still unlikely that the quadratically
divergent contribution to FCNC in the lepton sector would be observable except in the case of very
light scalar leptons or very large numbers of right-handed neutrino fields. In more complicated
supersymmetry-breaking scenarios the exact nature of the FCNC bound is a more involved, model-
dependent issue. Phenomenological models which introduce higher-order terms into the Ka¨hler
potential in the spirit of (108) [56, 63, 64, 65] should consider such loop-induced contributions to
FCNC processes.
Conclusion
In this work we have considered those corrections to the scalar potential which are quadratically
dependent on the cut-off scale. We have taken care to regulate theses divergences with a regulator
sector that preserves manifest supersymmetry. We have argued that this step, overlooked in the
past, is critical to a reliable discussion of the physical implications of these corrections.
Specifically, these quadratically divergent contributions to the effective scalar potential have
two immediate impacts. The first is in the determination of the vacuum expectation values of
various scalar fields in the low-energy four-dimensional theory. Of most importance are those fields
whose auxiliary fields acquire supersymmetry breaking expectation values, as the vacuum values
of these fields will generally dominate the vacuum expectation value of the potential itself; i.e. the
vacuum energy of the cosmos. We have shown that the sign of the loop-induced contribution to this
vacuum energy is not unambiguously positive and thus cannot be relied upon to remedy moduli
stabilization mechanisms that produce substantial negative vacuum energy, such as the so-called
“racetrack” method. In fact, the sign and magnitude of this contribution is model-dependent,
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but the casting of the problem in terms of a renormalization of the spacetime metric and Ka¨hler
potential – possible only when a manifestly supersymmetric regulating scheme is employed – makes
this model-dependence easy to extract. We demonstrated this for the case of dilaton stabilization
in the BGW model, for which the loop corrections were shown to affect the resulting minimum in
a negligible way.
The second, and potentially more damaging, impact of these terms is on the generation of new
contributions to the soft supersymmetry-breaking scalar mass matrices. In this case the constraints
on the size of the off-diagonal entries of these matrices from rare flavor-changing neutral current
(FCNC) processes makes these new contributions large enough to be worrisome if a summation
over chiral fields can be sufficient to overcome the loop suppression factor. Of course, string theory
(or any theory of high-scale physics) must still meet the challenge of explaining the smallness of
scalar-mediated FCNC effects at the tree-level, but as string theory is as yet unable to address the
Ka¨hler potential for matter fields beyond the leading order we must ask instead for the ways in
which supergravity can spoil such a safe arrangement once it is engineered.
When viewing this particular manifestation of the supersymmetric flavor problem from a ground-
up, phenomenological point of view it has been common to turn away from models in which su-
pergravity plays a relevant role in low-energy physics so as to mitigate these new corrections. For
example, gauge meditation of supersymmetry breaking is often promoted on this basis, and it pur-
ports to address the problem from two fronts: (1) by making the tree-level soft masses of the scalars
proportional to gauge charges and (2) by allowing for a drastic reduction in the size of the gravitino
mass – and thus in the size of supergravity induced soft-mass corrections of the form of (1).
For those who take a top-down, string theory motivated point of view the situation is less
dire. String-based models are seldom “generic” and rarely give rise to the most general possible
supergravity effective theory. The possible Ka¨hler manifolds for the light scalars are typically quite
limited form. In particular, isometries such as SL(2, Z) symmetries amongst the various moduli (a
specific form of the general Ka¨hler transformation symmetry of supergravity Lagrangians) restrict
the form of the tensors appearing in the expressions for off-diagonal scalar masses. Dangerously
large terms which mix generations are likely to result only when particular higher-order terms are
present or when particular moduli are involved in supersymmetry breaking. Specifically, terms of
three or more fields with mixed holomorphicity tend to be the only ones of concern. Yet large
coefficients are unlikely due to gauge-invariance constraints, except for a potential quartic term in
the Ka¨hler potential. We point out that even such quartic terms tend to count only those scalar
fields within a particular sector of the string Hilbert space as opposed to all scalar fields in the
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theory – a difference that can reduce the possible size of these corrections substantially and which
can only be appreciated by study of such terms within the context of realistic string constructions.
It also crucially important to consider the impact of the theory which serves as the ultraviolet
(UV) completion for the supergravity effective theory. As we demonstrate, employing a super-
symmetric regularization scheme introduces factors which must be treated as parameters in the
effective theory. These represent the uncertainties in the threshold scale at which the UV physics
(here represented by the Pauli-Villars sector) begins to operate to regularize divergences. The
overall size of any supergravity-induced correction to scalar mass matrices ultimately depends on
these factors in a model-dependent manner.
Even more crucial are the transformation properties of the regularization sector under the set
of gauged U(1)R symmetries that are realized by Ka¨hler transformations. The “charges” of the
regulating sector fields under these transformations are determined by the dependence of the kinetic
terms on the Ka¨hler potential – parameters we denoted by α in (37). Different assumptions about
this dependence act like different regularization schemes. Some choices can make dangerous off-
diagonal scalar masses vanish identically. Such a dependence is missed by treatments that use
supersymmetry-breaking (and modular symmetry-breaking) straight cut-off parameters and ignore
the field dependence of these cut-offs.
Can we dispense with this intrusion of Planck-scale physics upon the quantities that interest
us as low-energy observers? It is important to recognize that the UV-dependence is inherently
necessary for the consistency of the theory. Consider, for example, the case of anomalous U(1)X
symmetries in flat (rigid) supersymmetry. In the presence of such an anomalous U(1)X with non-
vanishing TrTX there arises a quadratically divergent contribution at one loop proportional to
TrTXΛ
2. This contribution can not be cancelled by U(1)X -invariant PV mass terms; that is, the
mass terms in (13) must involve fields whose U(1)X charges do not cancel in order to generate
a contribution to the quadratic divergence. Since the kinetic terms for these fields are given by
exp(qXVX)|Φ|2, where VX is the U(1)X real vector field, their masses in (14) are necessarily of the
form M = exp(−qXVX)µ and are field-dependent. Anomaly cancellation thus imposes constraints
on the charges qX .
The situation with Ka¨hler transformations is completely analogous, as these transformations
also involve a form of U(1) transformation that is anomalous at the quantum level. In the presence
of this Ka¨hler anomaly there is a term
Lone−loop ∋ αKim¯DµziDµz¯m¯Λ2 (113)
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which can only be cancelled if there is at least some sector of the PV fields for which M2pv ∝ eαK .
Considering the mass term of (14) we see that the PV masses can indeed be made invariant under
Ka¨hler transformations if αA + αB = 1 for pairs of fields Φ
A, ΠB appearing in the superpotential
terms in (13). Indeed, this choice gives rise to precisely the relationship in (15).14 This cannot be
true of all fields in the PV sector, however, since if so the contribution of the PV sector to TrH2 is
always proportional to r2+Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯−2V which can be removed by a Weyl redefinition. That
is, this expression vanishes identically on-shell when the graviton equations of motion are employed.
Therefore more general choices of the various α values are needed to cancel these terms for the full
regularization of all divergences (which imposes certain constraints as derived in Section 2.2) and
to insure that the Ka¨hler chiral anomaly has a trace anomaly superpartner, as in the U(1)X case
described above.
In both of these examples the elements of the one-loop Lagrangian that cannot be cancelled
without field-dependent masses of the form m ∼ ep V , where p is a generalized “weight” and V is a
real superfield, are elements that arise via anomalies. Therefore we have no reason to expect that the
low-energy physics should be independent of these weights p: it is, after all, precisely this property
of anomalies that make them so useful in connecting UV and IR physics. The results presented in
this work are thus far more than an academic exercise about finding the appropriate coefficients
for a complicated loop calculation, but are at the heart of how supergravity effective Lagrangians
connect low-scale physics and high-energy assumptions in phenomenologically meaningful ways.
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Appendix A – General Scalar Mass Formulae
For the sake of completeness, in this appendix we present the complete scalar mass expression ob-
tained from inserting the appropriate matrix elements into expression (92) and inserting the result
into the corrected weighted sum. To keep the expression tractable we work only to first order in the
14This is the configuration dubbed “PV Scenario A” in the phenomenological treatment of [35].
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loop expansion parameter and assume vanishing tree-level vacuum energy (i.e. Knm¯F
nF
m¯
= 3m23/2).
Then the scalar squared mass is given by
(m2)ab = m
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where
α˜p = (α˜α, ̂˜αα, α˜φα, α˜θb) = (1− αα,−αˆα, 0, αθb ),
vαi = α˜αKi − ∂iµ− Γkki, (vϕα)i = Ki −
fi
2x
− ∂iµϕ,
vpi = α˜pKi − ∂iµP , Pp = Φ̂, Π̂, θb, vm¯p = Km¯ivpi . (115)
If we take the specific case of Ka¨hler potential given by (101)
K = g(M,M ) +
∑
a
fa(M,M )|Φa|2 + 1
4
∑
ab
Xabfafb|Φa|2|Φb|2 +O(|Φ|3), (116)
which was also the example considered in [10], we obtain for the diagonal scalar mass entries
m2a = m
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where n,m = s, i, j, k and i, j, k label T-moduli.
Appendix B – Errata
In this appendix we take a moment to correct a handful of errata in some of the papers referred to
in this work:
Ref. [26] In the first line of Eq. (7) the term − r2 should be replaced by +7r2 . This entails a
correction to Eqs. (15), (16) and (20) of that paper; the correct relations are given in [32, 33].
In Eq. (17) there should be a replacement V̂ → V in the first term on the right-hand side. In
this same equation, the following term
1
2
H2b ∋
4
xxb
|δbθb|2Kbb¯DaDb(T az)b = −
1
x
δkbΓ
b
bk(T
az)kDa = −2αθbDδkb. (118)
is missing and should be inserted. This term can be spotted in the 4th term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (C.36) in [19]; it corresponds to the last term in Eq. (C.37) of the same reference.
Ref. [18] In the expression for L0 in Eq. (13), the coefficient of
r
2 in the first term should be
(NG + 7) instead of (NG − 1) and the second term should have 2Kim¯
(
DµziDµz¯m¯ + 5F iF m¯
)
replaced by 2Kim¯
(
2DµziDµz¯m¯ − 5F iF m¯
)
.
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